Question: SRH.1
To avoid AIDS, ABC strategy is recommended. What does ABC stand for?

Question: SRH.2
Which broad categories can be used to differentiate these terms “male and female” and “masculinity and femininity”?

Question: SRH.3
A curable STI which is capable of vertical transmission and can lead to congenital birth defects is ...

Question: SRH.4
Ability of women to menstruate can be attributed to their sex or gender?

Question: SRH.5
Among human papilloma virus, gonorrhoea, syphilis and HIV, which one is the most common STD?

Question: SRH.6
Among women having an abortion in the United States, what percent identify themselves with a religion?
A: 26%
B: 33%
C: 78%

Question: SRH.7
Crabs is a commonly used name for one of the STDs. Which one?

Question: SRH.8
True or False? Exclusive breastfeeding means that the infant only receives breast milk without any additional food or drink, apart from water.
Question: SRH.2
Answer: Sex and gender respectively

Question: SRH.1
Answer: Abstain, Be Faithful, Condoms

Question: SRH.4
Answer: Sex

Question: SRH.3
Answer: Syphilis

Question: SRH.6
Answer: C: 78%

Question: SRH.5
Answer: Human papilloma virus

Question: SRH.8
Answer: False, not even water!

Question: SRH.7
Answer: Pubic lice
Question: SRH.9
True or false? For a child that loses its mother at birth, the chance of dying before the age of two increases by two times.

Question: SRH.10
For every woman that dies due to causes related to pregnancy, many others experience severe long term consequences such as ... (name a common one)

Question: SRH.11
For which period is exclusive breastfeeding recommended?

Question: SRH.12
For which sexually transmitted disease is immunization widely available and proved to be of benefit?

Question: SRH.13
Globally, how many people were estimated to be living with HIV at the end of 2007?

Question: SRH.14
HIV is considered to have evolved from a virus found in which animal?

Question: SRH.15
In 1998, which human right did the Indian Supreme Court deny to people living with HIV in order to prevent spread of the virus?

Question: SRH.16
In Ghana, what percent of 15-19 year old girls think they cannot get pregnant if they have sex standing up?
A: 1%
B: 7%
C: 21%
Question: SRH.10
Answer:
1. Infertility OR
2. Fistula OR
3. Incontinence

Question: SRH.9
Answer:
False, 10 times!

Question: SRH.12
Answer:
Hepatitis B

Question: SRH.11
Answer:
First 6 months of life

Question: SRH.14
Answer:
Chimpanzee

Question: SRH.13
Answer:
Any number between 30–36 million (33 million)

Question: SRH.16
Answer:
C: 21%
Many myths about sex/reproduction proliferate in Ghana.

Question: SRH.15
Answer:
The Right to Marry
**Question: SRH.17**
Tue or false? In Sierra Leone approximately 200 women die for every 100,000 live births.

**Question: SRH.18**
In Uganda, where abortion is illegal, how does the abortion rate compare to that of the United States?
A: No abortions
B: Half the rate
C: Double the rate

**Question: SRH.19**
Only after a certain age is a child born to HIV sero-positive mother labelled as HIV sero-positive. When is this?

**Question: SRH.20**
Organisms that cause infection only among debilitated and immune-compromised individuals are ...

**Question: SRH.21**
Pap smear is a screening process done to “prevent” cervical cancer. What kind of prevention is this?

**Question: SRH.22**
Rapid test for HIV is very useful especially in limited resource countries. How long does it take to get the result?

**Question: SRH.23**
Relying on the absence of periods while breastfeeding as a form of contraception, is highly effective under 2 conditions. Which conditions?

**Question: SRH.24**
Sexually transmitted bacterial diseases can be prevented and treated. Are sexually transmitted virus diseases curable?
Question: SRH.18
Answer: C: Double the rate
(Uganda: 54/1,000 women
US: 21/1,000 women)

Question: SRH.17
Answer: False, 2,000 die for every 100,000 births

Question: SRH.20
Answer: Opportunistic organisms

Question: SRH.19
Answer: 18 months

Question: SRH.22
Answer: Less than 30 minutes

Question: SRH.21
Answer: Secondary prevention

Question: SRH.23
Answer: 1. The baby is less than 6 months old
2. Exclusive breast-feeding is practiced

Question: SRH.24
Answer: No
**Question:** SRH.25  
True or false? Even if a condom is used 100% correctly, it doesn’t give complete protection to STDs.

**Question:** SRH.26  
True or false? HIV has capacity also to penetrate unbroken skin.

**Question:** SRH.27  
True or false? In heterosexual sex both the partners are equally likely to get infected with HIV from an HIV positive partner?

**Question:** SRH.28  
True or false? Male circumcision reduces risk of HIV transmission to heterosexual men by about 50%.

**Question:** SRH.29  
True or false? Transgendered persons are those with both male and female reproductive organs.

**Question:** SRH.30  
The cancer that is mainly found among AIDS patients is ...

**Question:** SRH.31  
The risk that a child acquires HIV from a mother on correct dose and regular ART and abstaining breast feeding, is ...

**Question:** SRH.32  
The single most effective way to stop the spread of HIV is by ...
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**Question:** SRH.26
**Answer:** False

**Question:** SRH.25
**Answer:** True

**Question:** SRH.28
**Answer:** True

**Question:** SRH.27
**Answer:** False

**Question:** SRH.30
**Answer:** Kaposi Sarcoma

**Question:** SRH.29
**Answer:** False

**Question:** SRH.32
**Answer:** Prevention

**Question:** SRH.31
**Answer:** 1-2%
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**Question: SRH.33**
The term used to describe infections transmitted from person to person through sexual contact is ...

---

**Question: SRH.34**
Transgendered persons in India are known as ...
A: Metis  
B: Hijras  
C: Berdache

---

**Question: SRH.35**
What percentage of babies born to untreated HIV+ women acquire HIV during pregnancy or delivery?

---

**Question: SRH.36**
What percentage of people in developing countries who were in need of anti-retroviral drugs, had access to them in 2007?

---

**Question: SRH.37**
What is the chance of pregnancy if a woman relies solely on her period returning as a sign that she is fertile again after delivery?

---

**Question: SRH.38**
What is the major cause of death related to pregnancy?

---

**Question: SRH.39**
What is the minimum number of ANC visits per pregnancy per women as recommended by WHO?

---

**Question: SRH.40**
What is the yellowish and sticky breast milk produced at the end of pregnancy, the perfect food for the newborn, called?
Question: SRH.34
Answer: B: Hijras

Question: SRH.33
Answer: Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs)

Question: SRH.36
Answer: Any percentage between 30-35% (1/3rd)

Question: SRH.35
Answer: Any percentage between 15-30%

Question: SRH.38
Answer: Post partum haemorrhage / bleeding

Question: SRH.37
Answer: Any percentage between 5-15% (about 10%)

Question: SRH.40
Answer: Colostrum

Question: SRH.39
Answer: 4
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**Question:** SRH.41
What percentage of Americans are not virgins when they get married?
A: 50%
B: 75%
C: 95%
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**Question:** SRH.42
What was developed in 1960 that greatly influenced maternal health worldwide?
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**Question:** SRH.43
When did the World Health Assembly endorse the global strategy for the prevention and control of Sexually Transmitted Infections?
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**Question:** SRH.44
When is World AIDS Day?
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**Question:** SRH.45
Which cultural practice may increase the chance of obstructed labour, post-partum bleeding, infection and cause severe pain at delivery?
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**Question:** SRH.46
Which drug is most commonly used in order to reduce mother to child transmission of HIV?
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**Question:** SRH.47
Which drug, which unfortunately needs refrigeration, can prevent death from post partum haemorrhage?
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**Question:** SRH.48
Among the following, which is the most prevalent STD?
A: HIV
B: Gonorrhea
C: Chlamydia
D: Syphilis
**Question:** SRH.42  
**Answer:**  
Contraceptive pill

**Question:** SRH.41  
**Answer:**  
C: 95%

**Question:** SRH.44  
**Answer:**  
1st December

**Question:** SRH.43  
**Answer:**  
2006 (May 2006)

**Question:** SRH.46  
**Answer:**  
Nevirapine

**Question:** SRH.45  
**Answer:**  
Female genital mutilation

**Question:** SRH.48  
**Answer:**  
C: Chlamydia

**Question:** SRH.47  
**Answer:**  
Oxytocin
**Question: SRH.49**
Which intervention/programme may in countries with high birth-rates reduce poverty, hunger, prevent 32% of all maternal and 10% of childhood deaths?

**Question: SRH.50**
Which percentage of births is attended by skilled personnel in Ethiopia?
A: <10%
B: 10-20%
C: >20%

**Question: SRH.51**
Which percentage of pregnancy-related deaths have been attributed to unsafe abortion?

**Question: SRH.52**
What percentage of the women who die due to pregnancy and/or childbirth, live in developing countries?

**Question: SRH.53**
Which virus is attributed as a risk factor to causation of cervical cancer?

**Question: SRH.54**
Yearly an estimated 46 million pregnancies end in induced abortion. How many are estimated to be unsafe?

**Question: SRH.55**
'Entrez Nous' is a European magazine for sexual and reproductive health funded by which organization?
A: WHO
B: FAO
C: UNFPA
D: UNICEF

**Question: SRH.56**
Among people with what characteristic/behaviour do we see the fastest growing risk to acquire HIV?
A: MSM
B: Heterosexuals
C: IDU
D: People that receive blood products
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Question: SRH.50
Answer:
A: <10% (6%)

Question: SRH.49
Answer:
Family planning

Question: SRH.52
Answer:
Any percentage between 90-100% (99%)

Question: SRH.51
Answer:
Any percentage between 10-15% (about 13%)

Question: SRH.54
Answer:
Any number between 15-25 million (nearly 20 million)

Question: SRH.53
Answer:
Human papiloma virus

Question: SRH.56
Answer:
B: Heterosexuals
C: UNFPA
Question: SRH.57
True or false? There has never been a case of syphilis that is resistant to penicillin.

Question: SRH.58
Penicillin became available to treat syphilis around...
A: World war I
B: World war II
C: Vietnam war

Question: SRH.59
What virus is a pre-requisite for the development of most cervical cancers?

Question: SRH.60
What virus is a pre-requisite for the development of most Kaposis Sarcoma?

Question: SRH.61
What virus is a pre-requisite for developing Hodkins Lymphomas?

Question: SRH.62
What chronic viral infection can cause liver cancer but can be prevented with vaccination?

Question: SRH.63
Which vaccine in effect became the first vaccine against cancer?

Question: SRH.64
True or false? Respect for human rights is a central aspect of public health practice.
**Question:** SRH.58  
**Answer:**  
B: World War II

**Question:** SRH.57  
**Answer:**  
True

**Question:** SRH.60  
**Answer:**  
Human Herpes Virus 8 (HHV 8)

**Question:** SRH.59  
**Answer:**  
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)

**Question:** SRH.62  
**Answer:**  
Hepatitis B virus

**Question:** SRH.61  
**Answer:**  
Epstein Barr Virus (aka human herpes virus 4 or HHV 4)

**Question:** SRH.64  
**Answer:**  
True

**Question:** SRH.63  
**Answer:**  
Herpatitis B vaccine
Question: SRH.65
True or false? Health workers are known to have played leading roles in many genocides.

Question: SRH.66
What drops are routinely put in newborn eyes to prevent eye infection due to gonorrhoea?

Question: SRH.67
Providing sterile injecting equipment to protect drug users against HIV is an example of what kind of strategy?

Question: SRH.68
True or false? At any point in time, most STI exhibit NO symptoms.

Question: SRH.69
True or false? Screening is a core strategy for STI control because STI commonly produce no symptoms.

Question: SRH.70
Trichomoniasis is caused by ...
A: Bacteria
B: Viruses
C: Protozoan

Question: SRH.71
Gonorrhoea is caused by ...
A: Bacteria
B: Viruses
C: Protozoan

Question: SRH.72
Genital warts are caused by ...
A: Bacteria
B: Viruses
C: Protozoan
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**Question:** SRH.66  
**Answer:** Silver nitrate

**Question:** SRH.65  
**Answer:** True

**Question:** SRH.68  
**Answer:** True

**Question:** SRH.67  
**Answer:** Harm minimisation

**Question:** SRH.70  
**Answer:** Protozoan

**Question:** SRH.69  
**Answer:** True

**Question:** SRH.72  
**Answer:** Viruses

**Question:** SRH.71  
**Answer:** Bacteria
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Question: SRH.73
Oil-based lubricant should OR should not be used with condoms?
Question: SRH.73
Answer: Should NOT be used, because it weakens condoms.